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4. THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF THE PLURALISTIC HYPOTHESIS 
AS A BASIS FOR INTER-RELIGIOUS DIALOQUE

Introduction

Having giving a detailed elaboration of the position of Hick, it is now 
a moment to see if it can be a guiding principle for the Christians in their 
relations with the non-Christians and especially, to the great world reli
gions especially Judaism, Hinduism, Islam and Buddhism.1 It is possible in 
this chapter to refer to some of the already mentioned Hickian ideas espe
cially in the moment of clarification or elaboration of the difficult related 
to the thought.

No doubt, the position of Hick has provoked different reactions and 
even polemical ones academically due to fact that his position has some
how been very radical in comparison to other pluraliste something that is 
in H ick’s awareness.

“I realize that, however that what I’m going to say can only appear as 
an undermining of faith, as a heresy or apostasy, to many at the more con-

1 Cf. X H ick, The Rainbow o f  Faiths, 12.
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servative end of Christianity spectrum. It is also true that some of posi
tions taken by a very conservative Christian on the issue strike others of 
us as no longer tenable.”2

It is also true that there are many arguments against Hick but it is not 
easy to put all of them here or to evaluate all the deficiencies in the 
hypothesis proposed by him.

In order to facilitate the study on the different criticisms I propose to 
put them into two groups: those, which are more theologically based and 
those whose weight is in the area of philosophy. It is possible for someone 
else to prefer another approach, such as that of Gavin D ’Costa.3 It is also 
necessary to say that the twofold division is not so sharply distinguished 
because there is a possibility of interrelationship between the themes 
touched. I am not going to deal directly with the responses given by John 
Hick to some of the criticisms directed to his thought as they can be easi
ly found in some of his works.4

PART I: PHILOSOPHICAL OBJECTIONS

4.1.1 Methodological inconsistency?

Hick has been accused of inconsistency, tautology and self-contradic
tion in some of his premises, in the development of his argument for his 
pluralistic hypothesis.5 Hick claims to develop his hypothesis free from 
any influence, that is, it does not depend to any particular tradition or any 
philosophical system although as it has been seen, is found relying for 
example on Wittgenstein and I. Kant thoughts. In the same way, he claims 
that his is an inductive work resulting from observation of the phenome
na of religions in the world. He stressed this saying: “I would like, hower, 
to stress the phrase people of different faiths because I am going to sug
gest that the way forward in this perplexity area is to be found by looking 
first at the actual lives of the people within the contexts of our own and 
other traditions.”6

2 ibid., 15.
3 Cf. G. D ’Costa, John H ick’s Theology o f  Religions. Critical Evaluation, (London,

1987).

4 Cf. J. H ick, The Rainbow o f  Faiths, 31-124; J. H ick , A n  Interpretation, passim.
5 Cf. T. R. Stinnett , “John Hick Pluralist Theory of Religion”, 569.

6 J. H ick , The Rainbow o f  Faiths, 12.
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Hick adopts in his presupposition the nature of religion in the line of 
Wittgenstein, conceiving of them as cultural linguistic systems, a kind of 
language game, which enables him to make possible corresponding forms 
of life, experience and expressions.7 The religions according to Hick are 
formed around a practical soteriological aim, which is centred on the 
transformation toward the ultimate real according to ones internal and 
cultural influences and the influence of the ultimate. Tension is found in 
the very base of his theory, according to S. R. Twiss, because in one side it 
adheres to Wittgensteinian view of religious language and belief, which is 
usually understood to conceive of divine reality as internally related to 
practises and to construe religious discourse as grammatical rather than 
referential, while in the other side when examined with great care, it will 
be found that his theory is bound to the view that religious language and 
the beliefs are taken and understood as presupposing an independent and 
ontological real ultimate divine as a point of - le t us say- union of all the 
religions, which has nothing to do with believing subject.8 The great diffi
cult is how to hold them coherently because they are two different orien
tations to the epistemology of religious belief: the grammatical and the 
realist. Against these, K. Ward advises Hick to recognize that religion is 
not just a question of theoretical belief because it implies many things in 
the life of the believers. When a religious tradition is contemplated, some 
of its central myths will resonate more than others and seem to illuminate 
human experience more and some of the experiences will have some 
coherence and compatibility with some subjective feelings enabling such 
a subject to live and further them faithfully throughout his life, in relation 
to the transcendent reality, which is felt within such experience. This does 
not mean that such experiences from different traditions would have 
equality as Hick as proposed.9

Hick initiates his theory by revising the meaning given to religion and 
the approach to the situation of religious diversity, acknowledging that the 
same soteriological process is found operating within the different reli
gions, within their own traditions, which is nothing more than the trans
formation of the self towards the Real. He then adopts as a methodologi
cal assumption the basic religious conviction that religious experience and 
thought mediate real contact with a higher reality that in principle is 
veridical in relation to the religious experience.

7 Cf. J. hick , A n  Interpretation o f  Religion, 3-4; 347-353.
8 S. B. Twiss, “The Philosophy of Religious Pluralism”, 535.
9 K. Wa r d , Religion and Revelation, 323.
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Together with that assumption, Hick strongly asserts that within the 
great religious traditions there is equality with respect to the moral and 
spiritual fruits. This becomes fundamental in his hypothesis especially for 
the other arguments and the consequences, which follow from it. S. Twiss 
questions this methodological move examining it to see whether it does 
not violate the claims found and advanced by the religious traditions 
themselves especially with regard to soteriology, the transformation of the 
self, and the cultural influences on the different traditions. H. Netland 
finds it difficult to understand the claim that there is transition from the 
self-centeredness to reality centeredness because one is left in suspense 
for the exact meaning of that claim. If seriously taken, the soteriological 
concept in the different traditions includes something more than that 
movement. It seems that the soteriological differences acclaimed by the 
different religions have led Hick to adopt a kind of “lowest common 
denominator soteriology”10 in order to clear a dirtied way by the conflicts 
born from the different conception of salvation. There is no justice with 
regard to the different religious traditions, which may believe in quite dif
ferent things with different ends.11

Varillon with a polemic tone says that, affirming that all religions 
have the same value is like affirming that they are equivalent ways, which 
sprouted from the same original truth and thus affirming that they are dif
ferent derivation of this truth. He challenges such stand doubting that it 
might be a hidden ground for indifferentism respect to the truth, offering 
false conscience tranquillity, which is nothing than stopping the m an’s 
effort in search for the truth. Killing up his point, he says that in the con
frontation with the other religions, one has to ask himself about the 
absolute, unique and irreplaceable elements, which Christianity has 
offered to one’s life. Instead of diminishing and equalizing all the religions 
in pretension of rendering justice to them or imposing something that is 
not proper of such religions. Nobody should impose on the others, what 
he/she believes to be the truth because it violates their freedom. This is 
more serious if the one doing such a thing is a member of a religion, which 
has love as its centre.12

This gives reason to H. Netland to criticise the hermeneutical ade
quacy of Hick’s theory saying that it is inadequate as a general second 
order theory about religions because it fails to accept the same traditions

10 H. N e t l a n d , “Professor Hick and Religious Pluralism”, 256.
11 ibid.,
12 F. Varillon , E l cristianismo ante las Grandes Religiones, 27-28.
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as they are with their truth claims, and their central views, hence reducing 
them to some views and concepts unacceptable to the defended traditions.

“A  second order theory such as Hick’s must develop an account that 
can accommodate traditions own orthodox understandings of doctrines, 
beliefs and concepts without reinterpreting or reducing these into other 
categories as we have seen for example considering some of them as a 
myth or a “lowest common denominator,” which reduces all religious 
soteriologies to the terms of ordinary morality, that of transition from ego
ism to altruism. So Hick’s approach fails to respect the first order religious 
traditions and their complexity something very important if one has to 
remain and have a point of reference in his relation to other (,..).”13

Corliss questions the basic religious conviction adopted by Hick for 
it wrongly assumes that the primary cognitive content of religions is found 
in veridical religious experiences and that these are shaped by the tradi
tional concepts and categories found in the same tradition. This reasoning 
makes him not to adopt such conviction in the very first place of his argu
ments. Corliss is convinced that the cognitive content of religions is found 
in their conception of life and in the claims made and not in the expe
riences to which they give rise, to think otherwise illegitimately analogizes 
the role of religious experience14 in a religion to the role of sense experi
ences in dealing with the world around us.

P. Eddy criticises Hick for misusing his source material because he 
did not take into consideration what was its original intention in the given 
tradition. Whay such criticism? Hick begins with the highly generalized 
Kantian insight that the human mind actively interprets sensory informa
tion in terms of its inherent mental concepts. More specifically, Hick 
focuses on the noumenal-phenomenal distinction that allowed Kant to 
distinguish between an entity as it is in itself and as it appears in the act of

13 S. B. Twiss, “The Philosophy of Religious Pluralism”, 543.
14 ibid., 521. Religious experience for Hick is a category intended by him to be equiva

lent to religious form of life. He seems to suggest that Wittgenstein was right to affirm the pri
macy of religious experience and practice over conventional religious organization and doc
trine. So according to Hick the students of religion must investigate and understand religious 
experience within the context of religious forms of life rather than theological doctrines and 
formal religious regulations. For Wittgenstein religious experience is best understood as being 
aware of situations-in- the world in terms of background systems of religious concepts asso
ciated with particular traditions and being disposed both to see these situations as for exam
ple manifesting divine presence to act accordingly. Is to say that religious experience must be 
understood as being shaped conceptually by background social-linguistic-contextual religious 
conditioning and learning. All religious experience is properly understood as ‘experienc- 
ing-as’ in which the experience is conditioned by his or her background religious language 
games and forms of life.
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human perception. Now by taking this epistemological principle and 
applying in a very unkantian fashion to human religious experience, Hick 
seems to form a foundation for his response to the problem of conflicting 
conceptions, something difficult to be accepted in the system of thought 
be it morally or logically because the end does not justify the means.15

K. Surin sees Hick’s method as a kind of narrative because of his ten
dency to present in an autobiographical model when prefacing his presenta
tion of his discourse and especially of his Copernican revolution. The prob
lem is that, these narratives are the second order narrative constituting an 
abstract second order discourse whose primary function is that of develop
ing theological sense making.16 Surin baptized Hick’s discourse on religious 
pluralism as a discourse on ethnography, anthropology and orientalism. He 
accuses Hick of being an opportunist and conformist in the sense that he 
tried to accommodate his method, his thought according to the needs in 
order to substantiate his arguments for a pluralistic theology of religions.17

The methodology adopted by Hick does not solve the existing pro
blems. K. Surin gives the example of the common human history and a 
common relationship to the mysterious transcendent reality, which in the 
West is called God, as advocated by Hick. Against this, he questions if 
there can be a common human history as proposed by Hick. He refuted 
this saying that it would be like a dream to have such a common history 
as long as the existing political and economical order constitute a world 
system whose structures consign masses of human being into subjugation. 
He gives an example of a hungry nomad in Chad and the prosperous 
investment banker in Zurich who are claimed to have a common human 
history while maintaining the existing political and economic forces, which 
will maintain the nomad in his/her poverty and the well-off citizen of 
Zurich in his or her affluence. This is to maintain the reality in its existing 
unredeemed form.18 So instead of helping to solve the fundamental pro
blem that led him to develop his thesis it brings worse results.19

15 Cf. P. E d d y , “Religious Pluralism and the Divine. Another look at John Hick’s Neo- 
Kantian proposal”, 469.

16 Cf. K. Su r in , “Towards a ‘Materialist Critique’ of Religious Pluralism”, 656.
17 ibid., 664.
18 ibid., 665.
19 Cf. G. D ’Costa , “The Impossibility of a Pluralist View of Religions”, 224-229. M. 

Thomas holds this in a different perspective challenging it as follows: “But do we want a return 
to the attitude that existed in Indian Christianity before the advent of the Portuguese? Hard
ly any Christian leader has advocated it.” M. M. T om as, “A Christ Centred Humanist 
Approach to other Religions in the Indian Pluralistic Context”, 50.
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For Gavin D ’Costa20 the whole venture of the pluralist view of reli
gions with the paradigms or typologies of pluralism, inclusivism and exclu- 
sivism as three approaches on the Christian relation on the other religious 
traditions are unsustainable because pluralism has failed to affirm the 
autonomous value of religious pluralism for it has no other way of doing 
that than resorting to exclusivism of its own kind. As it cannot tolerate the 
normative claims of each tradition, it is forced to call them myth. “The 
irony about pluralism is that is eventually intolerant towards most forms 
of orthodox religious belief, Christian or otherwise. Hence, whichever way 
Hick tries to answer the question, his answer reveals that he is an exclu- 
sivist and not a pluralist as he claims.”21 Hick is led by his own arguments 
into transcendental agnosticism.22 How can Hick appeal to the reality of a 
God of universal love if the Real, the noumenal realm exists indepen
dently of, and outside m an’s perception of it? Either reality is or is not 
personal or loving; or the implications of reality viewed theistically either 
are or are not true.23

4.1.2 On the ontological postulate of a real

The ontological postulate according to Hick- is required rationally in 
order to hold the pluralist hypothesis. The only reason, which makes this 
postulate sustainable, is internal one. This postulate -has already been 
seen in the second and third chapter but for the sake of reminding, I do 
repeat it here- makes an ontological claim affirming that there is an exis
tence of a single divine noumenon that is the ultimate reference of the 
major religions. Secondly it makes an epistemological claim indicating 
that this noumenon cannot be directly experienced or known in itself, but 
at best, it can be known indirectly. This means that any knowledge about 
it can only be indirect and inferential. Moreover, with respect to the other 
types of religious conceptual schemes, this divine noumenon comes to

20 Gavin D "Costa (born 1958-) has made a deep study of the theology of religious plu
ralism as advocated by John Hick especially in his doctoral dissertation published in 1987 as: 
John H ick’s Theology o f  Religions. A  Critical Evaluation. (Lanham, University of America).

21 ibid., 229.
22 Transcendental agnosticism affirms the transcendent divine reality over against natu

ralistic positions while refusing to state that the eschaton may eventually be theistic rather 
than non -theistic. It tends to remain agnostic in order to overcome the objections that theis
tic God emerges at the end of the universe of faith rather than as originally at the centre. Cf. 
G. D’Costa, /o/m H ick’s Theology o f  Religions. A Critical Evaluation, 172.

23 Cf. G. D ’Costa, “The Impossibility of a Pluralist View of Religions”, 183-85; 232.
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consciousness in terms of radically different concepts of personality and 
impersonality.24

For some authors, this concept of the Real seems to bring back the 
idea of religion as was understood during the Enlightenment period in the 
philosophy of religion whereby religions were considered as product of 
human reasoning and thus without any reference to any transcendence 
reality outside man himself. Moreover, the idea of ultimate reality is cul
turally conditioned in the same way, as the idea of the religion is itself cul
turally conditioned as Hick had claimed. Dwelling on this one can say that 
Hick is advocating finally a kind of religion of reason without being cons
cious of it. Hick’s position to base himself on categories, which are cultur
ally free can prove to be unachievable and which can lead him to a kind of 
self-contradiction because one of his interest in developing his pluralistic 
hypothesis is to show that religions are not illusory nor m an’s product.25

4.1.3 On the ontological claim

The first problem which comes in mind is dilemma involved in this 
divine noumenon, which is essentially inaccessible and unknowable, to be 
relevant to the religious phenomenal without any change or modification 
within the religions themselves because in each religion or tradition exists 
already an epistemic status. P. Eddy sees this, for example, in the existence 
of a radically conflicting conception of divine reality in the different world 
religions in the form of personal and impersonal, although Hick has 
already tried to remove this obstacle by going far in postulating the divine 
noumenon, which is always experienced differently within the different 
traditions.26 W. Rowe asks himself whether exists this reality designated 
by Hick’s expression the “real” but he finds that even Hick himself seems 
not to know because he postulates it in order to provide a favourable 
account of the religious diversity in the world. This account, according to 
Hick, is the best explanation of the apparent equal ability of these diverse 
faiths to produce persons of great moral and religious sanctity. Therefore, 
Rowe concludes that,

“there is no Reality designated by Hick’s expression the Real. I say 
this because Hick takes it to be a necessary feature of the Real in itself

24 Cf. J. H ick , A n  Interpretation o f  Religion, 246-249.
25 Cf. P. R. Pa n izo , Op. cit., 46; also Cf . J. M. V elasco , “D ios en el universo religioso”, 29.
26 Cf. P. E ddy, Op. cit., 469-472.
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that it does not have the property of being personal or im personal... But 
if it is true that the Real in itself is not personal, it is exceedingly difficul
ty to deny as Hick does, that the Real is non-personal. Indeed, I take to be 
a necessary truth, if not a truth of logic, that whatever is real is either per
sonal or non-personal. So by my lights there can be no such thing as Hick’s 
Real in itself.”27

The problem which has been strongly advocated in relation to the 
postulate of this ontological status of the Hickian real can be summarised 
in the following way: Is it necessarily that the propositions made from 
premises be it logical or illogical, about a certain reality, produce an onto
logical status? Seen what Hick has postulated, seems to be that some 
metaphysical propositions made about the phenomena of religious plu
ralism, basing himself on the Kantian philosophy -although as he claims in 
his own style- necessarily produce an ontological reality which forms the 
ground of all religions.

This procedure has denied what is found in the history, in the phe
nomenology of religions and what the religions themselves believe or 
think themselves to rely on. I do not think that the world religions and 
their followers, for example the Christians do believe that the God in 
whom they believe is not God in himself but some kind of a conception or 
product of our culture and the impingement of the divine in itself. Here is 
where Hick is criticised of not respecting and taking the religions and 
even his own religion seriously. For E. O. Springsted, Hick seems as if to 
be guided by what has been called “the myth of the neutral observer.” He 
fails to take seriously the relation between fact values of believers who 
want to engage seriously in dialogue with people of other religions.28 R 
Almond suggests, with regard to the parable of the elephant that Hick 
pretends to be in a position to see clearly while the religions are not in 
such a possibility.29 Varillon has criticised this parable saying that it has 
reduced the religions to perspectives and subjective things without any 
relation with God. God is presented there like a static object without any 
communication while from Christian point of view there is a belief in 
G od’s self-communication.30 Peter Byrne challenges Hick’s postulate of 
the Real saying that if m an’s knowledge is conditioned by various imper-

27 W. Rowe, “Religious Pluralism”, 150.
28 Cf. E. O. Springsted , “Conditions of Dialogue: John Hick and Simone Weil”, 19-20;

25-30.
29 Cf. P. A lmond, “John Hick Copernican Theology”, 36-41.
30 Cf. F. Varillon , Op. cit., 40.
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fections culturally conditioned, how could he know that there is single 
noumenal divine reality behind all our experiences?31

H. Netland criticises this postulate of divine noumenon in its elabo
ration especially the distinction made between the divine noumenon and 
the divine noumenon in itself and secondly the interpretation of their 
relationship. Is there any element of continuity between the two? This ele
ment, if there is, runs a risk because there is a great diversity among the 
conceptions or images of the divine and even the great differences are in 
the meanings given to such phenomena term as God, Nirvana etc. This 
gives an impression that there is no plausibility to maintain that they all 
denote the same reality.32

The element of discontinuity, this highlights the strong Kantian influ
ence. The main problem here is the lack of knowledge about the divine 
noumenon. If this noumenon cannot be known in itself, then is it all infor
mative to refer to phenomenal religions conceptions as images or manifes
tations of it? Given the lack of knowledge about the real an sick, why should 
it be posited as a single divine reality than as a plurality of noumena? There 
is no other way of responding to this difficulty because it has been an 
attempt of Hick to escape the difficulties of the different truth claims 
between the theistic and non-theistic religions.33 The very assertion that 
there is a lack of knowledge about it undermines its capacity to serve as a 
unifying factor hence giving the possibility of affirming anything about its 
ontological status. “If nothing at all can be said of the Real, then one cannot 
say that some expressions are more authentic manifestations of it than oth
ers. Indeed we cannot say that anything is a manifestation of it at all since 
that would make it a causal substratum,”34 says Keith Ward. If A  manifests 
B then one must affirm also that B is caused by A  but it is not allowed in 
the reasoning of Hick. So why should we not emit the concept of the real 
because its description by Hick makes one consider it as inexistent?35

It is clear from Hick that this claim for the Real an sich is the deeper 
source and object of all religious soteriologies, thus ontologically unifies

31 Cf. P. B yrne , “A Religious Theory of Religion”, 27. Hick answers this question say
ing that we know this from an inductive study or the phenomenology of human religious expe
riences.

32 Cf. H. N etla nd , Dissonant Voices, 114-115 ;
33 Cf. G. D’Costa, John H ick’s Theology o f  Religions. A  Critical Evaluation, 173.
34 K. Wa rd , Op. cit., 311.
35 ibid.., 311 “If X is indescribable by me, and Y is indescribable by me, it does not fol

low that X is identical with Y. On the other contrary, there is no way in which X could be iden
tified with Y, since there are no criteria of identity to apply. It is rather like saying “I do not 
know what X is, and I do not know what Y is, therefore X must be the same as Y.”
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them such that essentially the same process of moral and spiritual trans
formation is involved in all, which would mean that the process in each 
tradition has the same ultimate aim finally. Byrne sees in Hick something 
related with Feuerbach: that there is an element of human falsehood in 
the God worshipped by men, while agreeing that there is something real 
on which this projection gets to work, bringing one to conclude that Hick 
is aware of the difficulties and sometimes he presents arguments, which 
run against himself.36 Hick would contend that his view does avoid the 
conclusion that human religions are based on delusion.

4.1.4 On The epistemological postulate

Hick sees his Real an sic (divine noumenon) as the ground of reli
gious experience and thought, making forms of religious experience 
across traditions veridical, inasmuch as they all constitute our conditioned 
and limited access to the Real an Sich. The real an sich impinges on cul
turally conditioned human consciousness, which for its part responds to 
and becomes aware of this impingement indirectly through the mediating 
senses of culturally diverse conceptual scheme. Thus, the noumenon is not 
directly experienced or known but rather only indirectly encountered in 
terms of concepts, structures and images generated at the entrance 
between the Real and different patterns of human consciousness. William 
Rowe thinks that this system of thought can make one draw all kind of 
conclusions and even hyper-criticisms because

“it suggests not only what Hick intends, that Real in itself, although 
beyond human concepts and direct experience, is, nevertheless experi
enced through the different divine phenomenal realities met with different 
religious faiths, but also, what he may not intend, that just as the phenom
enal objects in Kant’s philosophy are existing entities (cabbages, stones 
etc) so too the phenomenal objects through which the Real is manifested 
in various religious traditions (Yahweh, Allah, the Holy Trinity, Shiva, 
Brahman, Tao etc) are themselves actually existing beings or realities.”37 

Due to this possibility, George I. Mavrodes accused Hick of being 
polytheists.38 Mavrodes has an interesting critical reading of Hick espe
cially on his magisterial book, An interpretation o f Religion.

36 Cf. P. By rne , Op. cit., 122-125.
37 W. R ow e, Op. cit., 141.
38 Cf. G. I. M avrodes, “Polytheism”, 170-188.
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“In reading “A n interpretation of religion” I got the impression that 
Hick thought that Allah, the Holy Trinity, Shiva were the gods worshipped 
in some various religions. And in some other religions the roughly corres
ponding objects of adoration were “impersonal ultimates” e.g. Brahman, 
and Tao. I also got the impression that all these were real beings. That is 
what led me to the conclusion that Hick was really a serious (descriptive) 
polytheists.”39

Rowe is convinced that Hick’s own views are nearly affirming that 
gods are projections of the religious imagination, creations of the human 
mind through which we encounter what is truly the ultimate.40 For H. Net- 
land the question is not only whether the eternal one can be experienced 
as personal and non-personal but more than that is whether its ontologi
cal status is such that it can be correctly be viewed as having both person
al and non-personal without necessarily being so. For Netland, the seve
ral divine images seem to have clearly incompatible entailments. For 
example taking the implications of the Judeo-Christian image of the 
divine as Yahweh who according to its believers is ontologically indepen
dent, personal, creator, sustainer and righteous judge, with the implica
tions for example of the image of the Nirguna Brahman or with the onto
logical ultimate concept of nothingness in Zen. The Kantian implications 
have influenced strongly on this distinction which is used in order make 
sense on the diversity of religious experience in general.41

According to Hick, the epistemological consequences of the ontolo
gical postulate entails the relative insignificance of the differences in reli
gious conceptualization and belief among traditions for these traditions 
are viewed as alternative soteriological frameworks in relation to the 
same ultimate reality and value.42

4.1.5 His concept of religion

Hick’s revisionist concept of religion makes him to see the religions 
as essentially related rather than rival or stranger to one another. For him 
it is due to the superiority claims made by certain traditions that had 
developed such antagonism, which is more linked with the historical roots

39 G. I. M avrodes, “Response to Hick”, 289-294.
40 Cf. W. R ow e, Op. cit., 142.

41 Cf. N. H a rold , “Professor Hick and Religious Pluralism”, 259.
42 Cf. S. B. Twiss, “The Philosophy of Religious Pluralism. A Critical Appraisal of Hick 

and his Critics”, 587.
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of Christianity in areas where existed the spirit of superiority even in their 
secular affairs as seen in the processes of colonization. All are concerned 
with the same vital process of moral and spiritual transformation that 
takes place morally and spiritually and transforms the subjects in differ
ent ways and in diverse cultural and historical settings.43

The different religions are involved in working toward the same goal 
of human transformation mutually and complementarily rather than 
antagonistically. This view seems to bring Hick to the conception of a trans
cendental unity of all religions. Is there any problem to have a common 
transcendental union of all religions? Netland says that this transcendental 
unity contradicts the self-understanding of the religious traditions about 
their own beliefs. No religious tradition, faithful to her roots would be in 
agreement with the affirmation of a common transcendent, be it in the 
ontological sense, without even having to question epistemological refe
rences and conceptions, which can be as distinct as anything else.44

This transcendental unity seems to be result of Hicks methodology, 
which, as has been said many times, aims at giving response to the diver
sity of religions in the world. So in order to keep on with this he has to 
deconstruct absolute claims.

“In proposing this deconstructive account and introducing note of 
scepticism about absolute claims Hick seems perilous close to committing 
the genetic fallacy, i.e. the fallacy of thinking that a causal account of the 
genesis of a statement or belief settles the question as to its truth of falsi
ty. This sceptic view about religious belief is developed more extensively 
in his examination and assessment of differences in three principal types 
of beliefs advanced by religious traditions-historical, metaphysical and 
ultimate.”45

Hick proposes reasons for his scepticism and he doubted whether the 
differences between the different traditions could be settled in this life. 
Differences in historical belief among traditions while, in principle, set- 
tleable by historical evidence, usually are not settled because of the scarci
ty of data about many of the crucial founding events, which in some tra
dition are as important as anything else.

The differences involving metaphysical issues are presumably set- 
tleable in principle by referring to the actual states of affairs but the pro
blem arises because they tend to involve the interaction of conceptual,

43Cf. J. H ick, “The Non-absoluteness of Christianity”, 16-36. 

^ibid., 541.
45ibid., 559.
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empirical and ontological issues so complex that it is extremely difficult to 
resolve conclusively matters of their verification and truth as for example 
in the case of the concept of God and the ultimate reality. This makes one 
to resort to the establishment of another method in which the phenom e
na of religious diversity can be given a response. The differences in the 
conception of the ultimate Reality are embodied within complex and hard 
to pin down, mythic and metaphorical rather than literal formulation, 
making it difficult to determine which tradition has a true conception of 
the ultimate reality.46

Despite his scepticism in settling the differences in belief in the life, 
Hick nonetheless powerfully defends the in-principled cognitivity of reli
gious belief. It means that in the religious life there is a real belief about 
something, which is beyond the human capacity to interpret. He does this 
by appealing to the notion of eschatological verification, which involves 
the concept of an ultimate after-life situation capable of verifying the 
truth of religious claims about the nature of reality.47 The main critics of 
Hick say that in order to avoid saying that religion is an invention of man, 
Hick had tried to find a philosophical explanation, which instead of help
ing in making sense of different conflicting truth-claims, has ended up con
firming what he is opposing.48

Before entering into the theological objection, I would like to reflect 
as a bridge the logical inconsistence of the Hypothesis in as much as the 
question of truth and falsity is concerned. Mortimer J. Adler’s, Harold 
Netland and Keith Ward have made logical reflection on the nature of 
truth that can help to illuminate the inconsistency of the hypothesis of 
Hick.49 According to M. J. Adler, the concept of truth as applied to reli
gion can be interpreted in three ways: the poetical truth that applies to the 
narrative fictions, in dramas, and plays that is not generally subject to con
tradiction. The other is logical truth, which belongs to propositions, which 
can be descriptive or prescriptive and are subject to contradiction. Logi
cal truth, if descriptive, is factual truth, that is; it gives knowledge of the 
observed reality.50 Hence, a true proposition according to him is that one 
which describes accurately an independent reality from the one who per
ceives it.

46 ibid., 559.
47 Cf. J. H ick ., “Religious Pluralism and Absolute Claims”, 193-213.
48 Cf. J. M orales, “La teologia de las religiones”, 759-765.
49 Cf. M. J. A d ler , Truth and Religion, (New York, 1990).
50 i bid., 11-12.
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For those who hold that reality exists independently of the perceiver 
and that such reality is what it is no matter our own experience of it, then, 
truth would be defined as the agreement of our thought with the reality.51 
We have to distinguish between the proposition in itself and our judgement 
about such proposition given because the truth or falsity of a proposition 
is absolute and immutable while our judgements on their correctness are 
relative and mutable. This is important in order to avoid some claims nor
mally heard that this is true for this y false for that.52

The question on “what is tru th” must be differentiated from the ques
tion: how can we ascertain the truthfulness or falsity of a given truth claim. 
For Adler this is important because the fact that one cannot empirically 
verify a given proposition does not necessarily influence its truthfulness of 
falsity.53 Following this, the problem that some articles of faith transcend 
the rational and empirical truth, this does not mean that such matters have 
nothing to do with the matters of truth.54

One of the basic notions of logic is the principle of non-contradiction. 
If a proposition P is true then the opposite of it not P, cannot be true at the 
same time. The different truth claims must be either true of false. There is 
no an intermediate value because the law of excluded middle will reject 
it.55 Now If two religions make two contradictory claims then such claims 
must be subjected to the law of non-contradiction because both cannot be 
true. Keith stress this saying that such principle plays an important role in 
such cases because revelation cannot contradict other knowledges and 
that it cannot simply be expressed in contradictions.56

For example, one of the basic beliefs of Islam is that there is only one 
God Allah and Muhammad is his prophet. If Muhammad is right, then 
Hinduism, which affirms that there are many gods, cannot be true or if it 
is true for Hinduism then Islam cannot be true. If Christianity says that 
Christ was the final and fullness of God’s revelation while for Islam, 
Muhammad is the last prophet, one, of them should be false or true, or 
both are false, but not all of them can be taken to be true at the same time. 
If two religions contradict among themselves with regard the truth, one of 
them  by definition must be false according to the law of non-contradic-

51 ibid., 21.
52 ibid., 12.
53 ibid., 21.
54 ibid., 19-21.
55 Cf. I. M. Copi, Introduction to Logic, 319-20. Also Cf. K. Wa r d , Religion and Revela

tion, 314-315.
56 Cf. K. Wa r d , Op. cit., 322.
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tion. The fact that nobody has the ability to determine the correctness of 
such claims does not mean that the contradiction bound there, has no 
importance. K. Ward strongly attacks the tendency to eliminate rationali
ty in religious matters. It is important to maintain rationality in the reli
gion as elsewhere and that it should not be seen as a different kind of 
rationality from rationality in general.57

Netland shares the same view with Adler affirming that truth is a 
quality of propositions. It means that a proposition is true only when the 
state referred to corresponds to the description of such proposition, if not 
it would be false.58 For him the concept of truth cannot be neglected when 
one deals with religious phenomena. Even the claim that religions make 
truth claims is itself a truth-claim subjected under the principle of non
contradiction.59

From those two thoughts, Hick would have hardships with regard to 
the different beliefs embodied in distinct traditions. Seeing that, Hick had 
to interpret them as myths but this goes against his previous affirmation 
as a realist and even a critical realist, (that the objects of perception exists 
independently of our perception.) This position of Hick does not separate 
him from those who affirm that religious language does nor refer to a rea
lity that exists independently of the observer.60

The problem of Hick here is his effort to maintain two positions, 
which cannot be held together at the same time. Hick wants to maintain a 
realist position (that the religions make truthful affirmations) and his plu
ralistic hypothesis that all the religions are manifestation of the same rea
lity an sich. He wants to maintain in one side that conceptions of the Real 
are authentic faces of the Real but in the other side, he does not accept that 
such faces be literally true but myths. From logical point of view, the posi
tion of Hick involves contradictions that make his hypothesis implausible 
up to the point of making some authors to deny him being a pluralist.61

57 ibid., 320.
58 Cf. H. N etland , D issonant Voices, 114-115.
59 Ibid., 23-24.
60 Cf. D on Cupit , “The Death of Truth”, 23-24.
61 Cf. K. Wa rd , Op. cit., 312. “In one sense he is not a pluralist at all- that is, a person 

who really believes that all the great religious traditions are equally authentic because he 
restricts the traditions he counts as authentic to those which accept the existence of a salvific 
transcendent reality.”
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PART II: THEOLOGICAL CRITICISMS

When a society encounters another society that has different cultu
ral systems, four possible responses can be resulted from such an 
encounter, says L. Newbigin. The first one can be that of rejection and 
putting up walls around the home ground; the second can be a surrender 
to the invader; the third can be a struggle to reform the existing plausible 
structures so that they can take and associate the new insights brought by 
the invaders; the fourth option could be wild pluralism: what is true for us 
may not be true for the others and so it is necessary to avoid or remove 
those features which are not good for them. The third option is the one, 
which will be adopted by a living culture for it will maintain and respect 
the values of each side. The fourth option if at all is opted; it would be a 
sign of approaching death of the invaded tradition.62 Christianity has 
encountered herself with this challenge and it seems that Hick has opted 
for this fourth reaction, which would make him accept all its consequences 
as has proposed L. Newbigin.63

4.2.1 Christian identity: Christology

Hick’s option can lead -according Newbigin- to the death not only of 
Christianity but also of the other religions. Why? The problem, which 
Hick wants to solve, is that of a Christian who wants to dialogue with the 
believer of other world religions. This Christian needs a Christian base in 
which he will have to initiate his dialogue and even for such a dialogue to 
deserve the name Christian. It means that such a Christian must have all 
his claims in his way to the dialogue as a Christian and not as a neutral 
individual who has nothing to offer or to defend. For Eric O. Springfield, 
H ick’s attempt to eliminate doctrines such as the incarnation may itself 
fall into dilemma because, either, the Christians have a subjective 
absoluteness for their belief in the incarnation or they should believe Hick 
and eliminate the incarnation as an objective doctrine and then lose their 
subjective certainty as Christians.64

They are Christians because God has taken flesh and has entered in 
the history of humanity. Without this faith, which is the basis of Christian-

62 Cf. L. N ew bigin , “Religion for the Market Place”, 135.
63 ibid., 135.
64 Cf. E. O. Springsted , Op. cit., 25.
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ity, then as Newbigin has said above, it would mean that the death of 
Christianity is the imminent result. Now if Hick wants to call his approach 
or wants to solve a Christian problem should not try to destroy and sur
render the same criteria, which qualify him to be a Christian. There is no 
any problem in making affirmations about the problem of religious diver
sity in the world. What cannot be accepted is to do it without the Chris
tian guiding principles and especially if such affirmations deserve a Chris
tian qualification and even worse if, it is to be called a Catholic one. The 
position of Hick seems to be like a case of medical that in facing a serious 
illness would opt to kill the sick person in order to end with the infirmity. 
I am sure that Hick would not go so far up to destroy Christianity but 
looking his arguments, it would not be easy stopping from making such a 
radical conclusion. Due to this, S. M. Ogden strongly rejects the pluralism 
as presented by Hick for it is a logical conclusion of the movement away 
from Christian absolutism as has been claimed, to another independent 
assertion with its own goal and other field of operation rather than Chris
tian.65 He might have forgotten that dialogue implies two irreducibly dif
ferent subjects who share something fundamental even though with dif
ferences in some of their basic characteristics.66

One of the theological criticisms directed to Hick is in relation to his 
Copernican Revolution, which involves among the many conclusions, a 
shift from Christ centred to God centred and finally because of the tradi
tions with impersonal conception, to Reality-centred, which is unknown 
directly. In order to facilitate the theocentric move Hick had to de-centre 
the belief on the incarnation. Hick has argued that Jesus should not be 
seen as God incarnate literally but metaphorically and mythically.67 L. 
Newbigin sees this revolution proposed by Hick as exactly the opposite of 
the Copernican because it is a more subjective conception of the ultimate 
reality even than the Ptolemaic theology. He argues that a Christocentric 
view takes its stand on Jesus evaluating and judging the reality of life in a 
Christian perspective. For example, when a subject reads the New Testa
ment, confronts with the person of Jesus whose words and deeds pose ra 
dical questions to the concerned with regard to his own ideals and prac-

65 Cf. S. M. O g den , “Problems in the Case for a Pluralistic Theology of Religions”, 505.
66 Cf. M. D havamony, “Jesus and the Gentiles”, 208.
67 Hick has already defined myth as a story, which is told but which is not literally true, 

or an idea, or image which is applied to something or someone but which does not literally 
apply but invites a particular attitude in its hearers. Thus, the truth of a myth is a kind of prac
tical truth consisting in the appropriateness of the attitude, which it evokes. Cf. J. H ick , God  
and the Universe o f  Faiths, 166-87.
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tices. The church has taken this mystery of Christ as centre of her view of 
the world. The Hickian alternative leaves the subject with nothing for con
ceiving the Reality. Consequently, one has to form his own conception of 
the reality because all the particularities have been excluded in the con
ception of the Real. “Whatever concept is formed it is my own creation. It 
cannot call me into question. It is I who am at the centre.”68 Here one can 
see the deep influence of the philosophical thought of Kant. The revolu
tion which Kant advocated and call it Copernican gave much emphasis to 
the subject or let us say to reason, such that the reason can interpret the 
reality whose structure depend on the reasoning subject, although he 
accepted that even reason itself has a limit.69

W. Pannenberg says that for Hick Christology has become a stum
bling block because he knows that by removing the place of Jesus he will 
have no problem in vindicating his pluralistic hypothesis.70

“The real theological Rubicon does not run between exclusivism and 
inclusivism, on the one side, and what he means by pluralism, on the other, 
it runs, rather, between two fundamentally different kinds of christologies: 
those which claim a constitutive significance for Jesus Christ and those 
which understand his significance to be representative only, however deci
sive.”71

He continues with his insistence on the failure of Hick to see the 
importance and respect to each tradition with its claims:

“W hatever role doctrines such as incarnation play in a religion such 
as Christianity, it is not simply a statement of fact that arose from a mis
interpretation of the founders’ words. Rather they are the focal points of 
an entire way of life, intellectual, moral and spiritual-that includes and 
very much depends on regarding them as true and not myths in the pejo
rative sense.”72

The problems which comes immediately in his argumentation is that 
changing beliefs about incarnation in Christian circles may as well result 
in changing a number of values associated with that belief, something that 
can be true for some doctrines in the other religions as well. This “mutu
al changing” of belief can be very difficult in some traditions. Thus speak
ing in a conservative form, the conditions, which Hick has set for entering 
in dialogue with non-Christians, would not be taken to be Christian

68 L. N ew bigin , Op. cit., 142.
69 A. M. A ndaluz, “Claves de la filosofia d e Kant”, 10-17
70 Cf. W. Pannenberg , “Religious Pluralism and Conflicting Truth Claims”, 98-99.
71 Op. cit., 25.
72 E. O. Springsted ., Op. cit., 25.
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because there would be a failure in maintaining the certain facts and va
lues, which have been traditionally associated with, and essential to Chris
tianity.73

J. Moltmann asks whether there can be Christianity without the cross 
or Islam without Sharia or Judaism without land thus concluding ques
tioning wheter the truncated forms or religious pluralist identity would 
not be the beginning of the end of all dialogue.74 If dialogue is between 
Christianity with the other religions, then once those truth-claims, which 
seem to be forming the essence of such traditions, are thrown away then 
there would not be any dialogue by the way: a dialogue for what, if the 
reasons for the dialogue have already been removed! In these line J. B. 
Cobb, calls for a pluralism that would take into account the role of each 
religious tradition and its own understanding, purpose and the role of the 
religious element operating within such traditions.75

For Hick, there was a first order religious experience of the presence 
of God in Jesus. Elsewhere he called it “the Christ event”, which formed 
a starting point of the Christological interpretations of the church, but that 
must not be confused with any one of them (the different interpreta
tions).76 However, at this point a critical note is necessary because the 
presence of God in Jesus was not firstly a product of religious experience 
but was Christ himself in his proclamations -which not only involve the 
present time but also involves the eschatological finality- that forms the 
basis of Christianity. The incarnational Christology is found on these 
claims of Jesus. So the claim of uniqueness is not based on the experience 
on the part of the early Christians. If not then it would be fair to argue for 
another unique experience in the other religions. W. Pannenberg stresses 
this saying that “the claim to uniqueness concerning the person of Jesus is 
bound up with eschatological finality of G od’s kingdom as becoming pre
sent in his activity.”77

In his effort to demythologize the incarnation Hick seems to indicate 
that he does not pay much attention to the whole mystery of Christ, which 
is not only a product of some speculation but of a life, which was witnessed 
by a community which was born from its experience of faith . When he 
says that Christ should not be taken as totus dei (the whole of God) but

73 ibid.,
74 Cf. J. M oltmann, “Is Pluralistic Theology Useful for the Dialogue of World Reli

gions?”, 152.
75 Cf. J. B. Cobb , “Beyond Pluralism”, 84.
76 Cf. J. H ick , G od and the Universe o f  Faiths, 114.
77 W. Pannenberg , “Religious Pluralism”, 101.
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totus deus (wholly God), it reminds us that this concept has a stretch rela
tion with the Calvinian controversy about the real presence of Christ in 
the Eucharist. Calvin taught that the Eucharist would transmit a commu
nion with the body of Christ in heaven and not in the earth because he 
believed theat the finituma non capax infiniti. Why such recourse? It 
seems that such idea has been taken or inspired from the thought of 
Calvin who claimed that the finite is not capable of the infinite. Thus, the 
bread and wine, which are finite beings, cannot embrace the whole divin
ity that is infinite. Applying this to Jesus of Nazareth, it would be like say
ing that the divinity could not be incarnated totally in this finite being, 
Jesus of Nazareth. If this is accepted then the theme of incarnation as seen 
above by Hick should be the convenient one. Hick seems reduce the issue 
of incarnation as something occurring in other religions: that is to say, that 
the Logos would incarnate in the founders of the other religions because 
Logos, the Word being infinite would not empty himself totally in a 
unique finite being. What is questioned here is that even if it is an idea, 
which comes from the Christian history it was not applied in relation with 
the other religions. It was concerned with the salvation of the Christian 
depending on the promise of God, accepted by faith without human merit 
and especially in the controversy of the real presence of Christ in the 
species of bread and wine. Thus using this idea as way to substantiate the 
argument for the equality of the founders of the world religions, and as a 
way to grant equality to all religions cannot be accepted at all especially 
in the Roman Catholic tradition. Neither Calvin himself would accept that 
the logos were to be also incarnated in the other founders.78

4.2.2. On salvation

Hick has related salvation to a Christian experience obtained in the 
present life, which involves transformation from self-centeredness to rea
lity centeredness. With this view, there is no need of negating the same 
process as occurring in the other religions. The problem, according to Pa- 
nnenberg, is that this understanding is not the one advocated in the New 
Testament. Salvation was understood with reference to the eschatological 
judgem ent of God and participation in the communion of his Kingdom. 
(Cf. Mk 8:35,10:26, Lk 13:13-30)79

78 P. R. Panizo , Op. cit., 44-45. The idea seem not only to have its origin in Calvin’s Insti
tutio IV,17 but also can be traced in Sententias 111,22,3 of Peter Lombard.

79 Cf. W. Pannenberg , “Religious Pluralism”, 101.
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It is possible that the great world religions are all concerned in some 
way with the theme of salvation but Hick seems to minimize the diffe
rences that are found in the different religions giving the impression that 
all the religions share the same and common goal in their soteriology and 
their understanding of what salvation is. Soteriology in the different tra 
ditions must have something more and distinct. For example, can we take 
Pauline theme of justification or the Hindu understanding of moksha80 or 
the Zen notion of satori81 as the transition of the self-centeredness to rea 
lity centeredness?

Linked with the soteriological problem advocated by Hick is the 
Christian understanding of revelation, which is the result of relativising 
the truth claims within Christian faith. For C. Schwobel a Christian theo
logy of religions —like all other Christian theology although with differ
ent methodology— is grounded on the self-explications of faith in Christ 
as the rational reconstruction of the reality view built on the bases of 
Christian faith. “In its self-interpretation Christian faith as the existential 
relationship of absolute and unconditional trust in God-Father, Son and 
Sprit is seen as grounded in G od’s self-disclosure in Jesus Christ, which is 
authenticated for the believer by God the spirit.”82 Revelation is an aspect 
indispensable for any theology that claims to be a Christian one:

“Christian theology, which interprets itself as the self-explication of 
faith, therefore can be understood as a theology of revelation that sees 
everything human beings can assert confidently and faithfully about God 
and God’s relation to reality as grounded in G od’s revelation as the con
dition of the possibility of faith. In the modern era the understanding of 
Revelation has in many strands of Christian theology been interpreted as 
self-disclosure; God does not disclose something about God, but God. The 
author and the content of revelation is identical. It follows from this that 
revelation is not understood as a specific aspect of divine action, which 
could somehow be separated from other aspects of G od’s activity.”83

The understanding of revelation is not a question of one’s invention 
according to his own interest or as he likes to see it. The Christian faith is

80 Moksha (enlightenment) for the Hinduism means liberation. It is the emancipation not 
from sin but from the Karma (action be it good or bad). This liberation leads to a condition in 
which there is neither time nor space, thus leading to a unity whereby all is considered one.

81 For Zen Buddhism Satori means enlightenment whereby the self and the world are 
transformed into one. The breath of the universe vibrates the subject, thus ceasing to be just a 
small subject and selfish ego. He becomes open and transparent in unity with all.

82 C. Schwobel, “Particularity, Universality and the Religions”, 34.
83 ibid.,
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build not on whatever kind of revelation but it is built on the historical 
revelation of God with a reality centred on the person of Jesus.

“The Christian church has from the beginning preserved the history 
and destiny of the particular first century Jew, Jesus of Nazareth as the 
foundational event in which God identified himself with the humanity. 
This particularity is not a transient and accidental aspect of the response 
to God’s self-disclosure, but an essential element of the Christian under
standing of how God interacts with creation in the spatio-temporal order. 
It is in the specific events of the history of Jesus that God identifies the 
divine being and will, and therefore this particular story serves as the pa
radigm for the assertions of the Christian faith.”84

G. D ’ Costa shares the same line of thought against theocentrism 
because for him, “whatever is said of the Father is said of the Son and so 
we cannot, as Christians speak of the Father without the story of Jesus. 
The Father cannot be conjured up through speculations or abstractions, 
but is revealed in particularities of Jesus history...”85 D ’Costa insists that 
the place of a Christocentric Trinitarianism is important for a valid Chris
tian role in her relation with the other religions for it can help one to avoid 
the danger of isolating or separating the persons of the Trinity.86

From Christian faith perspectives, one cannot escape from the uni
versality of G od’s presence in the particularity of religions, unless other
wise one has to change the doctrine on creation. The particular constitu
tion of the convictions, however, excludes the theological possibility of 
talking about a plurality of revelations in religions.

“Revelation is an “achievement word” and in Christian theology it 
refers precisely to the personal certainty that is constituted where the 
truth of G od’s self-disclosure in Christ is authenticated in the Spirit as fun
damental orientation for the life of a particular believer. W here one talks 
about revelations in other religions one has moved from the participant’s 
perspective of Christian faith to the observer’s perspective of the phe
nomenology of religion-which is of course, perfectly proper if one is not 
engaged in doing Christian theology but phenomenology of religion.”87

For Schwobel to talk about true revelation in other religions is theo
logically reserved to Christianity not for superiority but by refusing to 
interpret them in such a way that they may fit a Christian understanding

84 ibid., 35-36.
85 G. D ’Costa, “Christ, the Trinity, and Religious Plurality”, 18.
86 ibid., 27.
87 C. Schwobel, “Op. cit., 39.
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of revelation or to reduce them to match a particular general theory of reli
gion which would imply doing injustice to these religions than justice.88

Schwôbel is more radical against this tendency of acknowledging the 
presence of revelation in the other religions because to acknowledge re 
velation of another deity or illumination of another way of salvation 
means that this particular revelation now determines the personal cer
tainty of one’s-being-in-the-world and this would imply conversion.89

Thus, Christian theology of religions would lose its particular identi
ty if it attempts to base its understanding of the religions not on the uni
versality of God who is disclosed in Christ, but on some supposedly uni
versal anthropological constant such as the postulated divine an sich of 
Hick. And, it becomes contradictory if it presents the understanding of the 
religions with the alternative of a theocentric or a Christocentric approach 
because its conviction of the universality of G od’s care for the whole of 
his creation is founded in the revelation of this universality in the Christ 
event, which becomes fundamental and basis for the Christian hope, love 
and faith.90

Pannenberg would put stress on the importance of the different and 
conflicting beliefs existing in the different religions since these diver
gences are part of the religious reality and are to be studied and be clari
fied be it from a Christian point of view or any of the other world reli
gions. Furthermore, he says that,

“a theology of world religions that wants to be true to the empirical 
situation in the way the religious traditions confront each other must not 
evade or play down the conflict of truth claims as did Hick in his hypo
thesis. If we look to the history of religions in the past, there was always 
competitive and struggle for superiority on the basis of different truth 
claims. Although claims of this kind cannot be easily judged once for all, 
they nevertheless admit provisional judgement in terms of whether a reli
gious tradition continues to illumine the life of its adherents in the context 
of their world.”9i

The encounter of conflicting truth-claims challenges each religious 
tradition to reaffirm itself in facing those challenges. It would mean to 
incorporate whatever one has to recognize as elements of truth in the 
other traditions into one’s faith.92 What cannot be accepted is to give up

88 ibid., 40.
89 ibid,.
90 ibid., 39.
91W. Pannenberg , “Religious Pluralism and Conflicting Truth Claims”, 107. 
92 J. M elloni, L os Ciegos y  el Elefante, 16-119.
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on the specific truth-claims of one’s own religious tradition for if it hap
pens, it would be the end of that religious tradition. “Therefore, the advice 
of some promoters of a theology of religious pluralism to relativize and 
play down the Christian truth claims should prove disastrous.”93 That is 
why J. Dupuis observing this danger, is cautioning his readers: “We have 
thought it necessary to observe that Hick’s recent thesis about such an 
undifferentiated ultimate goal as the “Real” is not in agreement with the 
Christian tradition.”94 The reason for this is that for the Christian tradition 
the Triune God is the ultimate goal of human life, the ultimate Reality that 
though remains beyond our human grasp, has nevertheless revealed him
self in Jesus Christ.95

If it is remembered, Hick defends his postulation of real an sich say
ing that even in the Christian circles, although God has revealed himself 
still he is believed to be ineffable to the human cognition. Hick draws sup
port for his argument from classical orthodoxy Christiana theologians 
including Gregory of Nyssa, Augustine, Aquinas, and St. John of the Cross 
as well from Hindu and Islamic traditions. G. Loughlin sees some handi
cap in Hick’s understanding of the ineffability within the Christian tradi
tion, for while it is true that Christianity does not claim to know what God 
is in himself, it insists that it can only say what is not. It also believes and 
insists that God is definitely revealed in the life, death and resurrection of 
Jesus Christ. It is because God has first spoken, that Christianity can speak 
after him and speak of him as the one who is hidden, that God is 
unknown. For Christianity, G od’s self-saying, self-communication - to  use 
Vatican II term inology-96 is the ground of Christian faith. Against Hick, 
it must be insisted that, Christianity is aware that God is unknowable, 
understands that he cannot be understood; yet not because of a Kantian 
epistemology or some other philosophical speculation but because of 
G od’s word spoken in the concrete reality of history as life lived and death 
undergone, for it would be unbelievable to suppose that Christian theolo
gy is going to abandon her faith in the divine revelation in favour of an 
hypothesis, the noumenon postulated by Hick or to say that Christianity 
believes on that reality as has been explained by Hick.97

G. D ’Costa accuses Hickian pluralism for intolerance because such 
pluralism eventually is intolerant towards most forms of orthodox reli-

93 W. Pannenberg , “Religious Pluralism and Conflicting Truth Claims”, 103.
94 J. D upuis, Toward a Christian Theology o f  Religious Pluralism, 38.
95 ibid., 309. also Cf. DV, 2.
96 Cf. D V, 2.
97 G. Loughlin , “Noumenon and Phenomena”, 506-507.
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gious beliefs whether they are Christian or non-Christian.98 Sharing the 
same opinion, E. O. Springsted goes further criticizing Hick for some kind 
of confusion in his attempt to solve the problem of dialogue with non-Chris
tians by criticising those who have tried to give a Christian and a more 
respectable theological solution to the problem of religious plura-lism. For 
example according to him, Hick should not criticize Karl Rahner’s argu
ments, which lead to the conclusion that the non-Christians can be consi
dered as anonymous Christians.

“I suggest therefore that the real problem of inter-religious dialogue 
is not, as Hick sees it, in removing those beliefs and values that appear to 
hinder dialogue because of their uniqueness but in engaging in dialogue 
given those beliefs and values. Rahner’s arguments for admitting ‘anony
mous Christians’ even if they are wrong at least seriously addresses this 
issue for they take into consideration the real faith commitment of the 
believers.”99

Seeing all difficulties one should agree with González Faus that look
ing from the scriptural source and especially the New Testament one can
not avoid suspecting that the religious problem of religions of the world is 
not well formulated. For him one has to distinguish what is the theologi
cal reflection of each tradition about the other religions, which in some 
sense can be merely an internal problem, which may have a little impor
tance. This should be distinguished from the question about how the reli
gions live together in the world.100 According to him, it is Christianity, 
which encounters problems in relating to the world religions due to some 
affirmations, which in the end are not fulfilled.101 From this insight it 
seems that Hick does not make a clear distinction upon these and so 
putting the other religions in jeopardy for he does not take into account 
their claims, their position, their attitude towards Christianity and the 
other religions. It is necessary then to review the whole approach to the 
problem because as a Christian it is impossible to establish a proper atti
tude as propounded by Hick. The question would be again, how should 
Christians relate with other religious traditions and at the same time 
remaining faithful to their own traditions? There is a need for creative 
fidelity in reflecting this question.

98 Cf. G. D ’Costa, “The impossibility of a Pluralist View of Religions”, 229.
99 E. O. Springsted , Op. cit., 26.
100 Cf. J. I. G. Faus, “Dialogo interreligioso y diapraxis”, 281.
101 ibid., 283
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4.3.0 Inter-religious dialogue and creative fidelity

The encyclical Ecclesiam Suam of Pope Paul VI issued in 1964 indi
cates the importance of dialogue as an element in the church renewal and 
the openness to the world, which formed also one of the key points of Va
tican II. Thus, inter-religious dialogue is part of the general dialogue with 
the modern world.102

The inter-religious dialogue and especially between the two great 
missionary religions of the world i.e. Christianity and Islam,103 has been 
and still is a serious problem nowadays and especially the search for cri
teria, which would enable such dialogue to flourish and persist even with 
the theological complications involved, without excluding cultural, eco
nomical, and the political problem s.104 If it is not easy to judge the truth
fulness of the religions, at least, there could be established some criteria, 
which could be objective, acceptable, respective to other religions and on 
Christian bases, which will help in making the world more harmonious 
with respect to the different beliefs. Cobb proposes that we judge the reli
gions from two points of view -although with some complications- which 
include internal and external judgements. The internal one looks, studies 
and evaluates the claims of a given tradition, and sees if they are fulfilled. 
For example if a certain religious tradition claims to propagate a system 
of beliefs, which should lead -fo r example- to a just, peaceful and stable 
social order, it can be challenged to see if such claims have been fulfilled 
or are still being fulfilled. If it claims to provide opportunity for personal 
serenity and availability and compassion towards the others, then it can be 
asked whether these have been achieved when its precept are observed at

102 Cf . GS, 92.
103 Cf. J. B osch , Para Comprender Ecumenismo, 59. (From the data of the year 1990, the 

Christians form 32% , (1,572 millions) while Muslims form 17.7% (851 millions)
104 Cf. D. Tracy , Dialogue with the other, 27. In our times the issue of the relation 

between Christianity and Islam cannot be ignored due to the fact that one of them, Islam is 
now in a period of crisis with the modernity which is aggravated with its inseparability with 
the state thus leading to misunderstandings when it comes into contact with the Western 
democracy, especially in the way how religion is separated from the state. The situation is even 
more serious with the rising up of strong fundamentalism, which does not only reject any kind 
of dialogue but also are ready to die, they claim, for the sake of God, by talking about holy 
war, which in our modern eyes, is something absurd, unless otherwise there is a radical shift in 
the concept of God and holiness. Here one should not enter into the details and problems fac
ing the world such as economic poverty and the effects of globalization, which in itself is good 
but when combines with wild capitalism, can lead to tremendous consequences especially to 
the weak economies thus breeding dissatisfaction whose consequence is the total rejection of 
whatever is occidental as something oppressive and injust.
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the most possible way. It is not easy to achieve such an evaluation but one 
can be in a position to apply such a judgement with a reasonable justifi
cation. Surely, in such process some will be better than others will, even 
when evaluated within their own tradition. What is difficult is to affirm 
generally that there is an equality of achievements and successes. Cobb 
sees the opportunity of the encounter of different traditions to be a good 
assumption with which to begin this process.105

With respect to the external judgements, it is here where the problems 
arise because some do well according to some norms and others bad 
accordingly. Nevertheless, the important question is whether there is an 
objectivity of the norms applied, outside the community concerned.106 In 
fact, it is not enough to establish criteria of equality from the claims of each 
tradition just because they use, for example, the same terminologies or they 
claim to express the same reality, for one can find that the same expressions 
have different connotations. An example can help to illuminate this. Islam 
affirms that it worships God, the Christians affirms that they worship God. 
In a simple way, one can conclude that both worship the same “God”, but 
when a deep analysis is done, there can be sufficient discordances between 
the two conceptions when one tries to look on the praxis.

The difficult that remains here is to find someone who can prove that 
their concept of God is equally the same for both. If we follow J. Cobb and 
put this in the internal and external judgements, we can check and see 
whether there is coherence between the objective notion of God or the 
preached God and the praxis of its worshipers. About this, W. Pannenberg 
puts an interesting question: “When a Hindu or Sikh prays to God, how can 
we know that in his intention it is the same God we worship? Even in the 
case of a pious Muslim, this is not clear, although in part we share the same 
’cumulative tradition.’ Is it nevertheless the same God? This is the question 
to be decided by God, not us.”107 Of course, no one can decide this but at 
least we can use the common sense to see some of the product of that tra
dition in the daily life in order to be able to discredit it as lacking a connec
tion to such a supreme being, which should, at least in a Christian eye, be a 
source of love and mercy or peace and justice. If one coming out of his 
prayers goes directly to participate or realize actions against his/neighbour, 
no doubt that there is something lacking in the subject’s prayer life without 
minding his belonging, whether a Christian or non-Christian.

105 Cf. J. C obb, “Beyond ‘Pluralism”, 85.
106 ibid.,
107 W. Pannenberg , “Religious Pluralism”, 103.
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The Christians’ concept of God cannot easily be equalized with that 
of the other world religions as such since as a Christian, one does not par
ticipate in the faith of those religions in order to have the capacity of con
cluding that they have the same concept, nor the other religions have this 
capacity. In the questions of faith, one should not speculate something 
about the other’s faith in which he does not share. The Christian affirma
tion of God is not an affirmation of words rather it has its line of practice, 
which influences even their life, and it has its principles that guide it. It is 
called Christian because there is something important connected with 
Christ, unless otherwise it would not be a Christian but something else.

4.3.1 Religious freedom: A  key to inter-religious dialogue

The current times make one to rethink and try to read its signs in 
order to be able to have a good explanation for the plurality of beliefs and 
even how we relate ourselves with the followers of the other religions. We 
can use the categories of our time to establish human categories, (human 
because more than what is seen in the practices would be very difficult to 
be discerned and they can change at any time) which should be taken as 
measures for a “true religion” in the wide sense. Any religion, which goes 
against the general principles of humanity, should not be given the right to 
enjoy the benefits of religious freedom.

Religious freedom should be taken with an open eye rejecting all 
tendencies, which instead of promoting the human dignity do undermine 
or destroy it. There should not be any manipulation of such opportunity 
by some groups who might use it for their own advantage and thus pro
pagating hatred, indifference and fear among the followers of the other 
religions. A  religion, which undermine justice and peace or which defends 
injustices and violence and oppression does not deserve the name religion 
at least in our present world. Theologically or doctrinally, a religion may 
seem to fulfil some of the criteria but when it comes in the praxis things 
may be completely different.108

108 This could be seen for example in the case of South Africa during the Apartheid era, 
when some Christian churches such as the Dutch Reformed Church, supported such political 
system even using the Christian scriptures. In such a case, no matter what argument one can 
use such churches did not represent an authentic religion and even worse a Christian one fol
lowing the teaching of Christ. This can be seen well discussed in “The Kairos Document,” 
(Braamfontein, 1986), which is a theological comment on the political crisis in South Africa in 
times of strong apartheid regime. For the case, for example of Islam, there is no need to search
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Religious freedom would give as already said opportunity for the 
believers of different religions to have the freedom to know and approach 
different religions. Thus, such possibility in this pluralist world of religions 
can be made a reality if religious freedom is made a reality not only in the 
Christian environment but also in areas without Christian presence.

Conclusion

I will conclude this chapter with insights from Francisco Conesa who 
has made a thorough study of the concept of true religion, giving some 
useful insights on how the Christians should approach the other religions 
orthodoxically.109 For him the question of true religion should not be 
abandoned in the debate on religious pluralism. The problem of pluralism 
addressed by Hick is that it seems to affirm that all the religions are equal
ly true. The International Theological Commission has rejected and 
rebuked this affirmation on equality saying that in saying that all religions 
are equally true is like saying that all religions are false.110

One should not confuse the truth of Christianity, which in an absolute 
sense corresponds only to Jesus Christ with its historical manifestations 
and realizations. As Christians, we believe that the relation between God 
and his people has been manifested and revealed in the person of Jesus 
Christ, but this does not imply that this has been perfectly achieved by the 
Christians. That is why there is a necessity of a continuous purification in 
the side of the Christians. The Christian relation with the other religions 
is a means of “walking together towards the truth.”111 In this dialogue, the 
Christian can discover the good elements, which can be a demonstration 
of God’s love to all humanity. In another way, the Christians have to be 
ready to understand and receive from the others the positive values with
out casting away their identity. This dialogical approach can help the 
Christian to discover and understand some aspects of their faith that 
might have gone unperceived.

for examples because in our times, there is a wave of elements, which can lead to the question 
of authenticity of Islam especially in its radical fundamentalism, which lacks control for there 
is no a centralized control of this religion. One may argue that Christianity did almost the 
same in her history, something true, but no doubt that, there are few if at all there are, who 
would say today that the Christians actions, which are against the general principles of life are 
from God.

109 Cf. F. Conesa , Op. cit., 82-85.
110 Cf. CIT, “El Cristianismo y las Religiones”, [1996], n.13 cited in F. Conesa , Op. cit., 78.
111 Secretariado Para los no-Cristianos, “La Actitud de la Iglesia frente a los Seguidores 

de otras Religiones,” n.13 cited in F. Conesa , Op. cit., 83.
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Dialogue is born from the essence of Christianity itself- in the incar
nation. So reducing incarnation to a metaphorical and mythical nature in 
other words is to destroy the nature of dialogue. God in the dialogue, 
which has existed for centuries, has offered and continues to offer salva
tion to the humanity. To be faithful to the divine initiative, the church must 
enter in salvation dialogue with all.112 The base of any communication and 
in case of dialogue between the religions cannot depreciate the question 
of truth, nor should hide the truth. The question of truth and the search 
for the criteria of truth for all religions are part and parcel of any inter
religious dialogue.

We can unite with the Second Vatican Council affirming that the 
members of the other religions are fellow travellers in the common road 
in which all the humankind are to pass, without forgetting that the church 
after many centuries of life runs towards the plenitude of divine truth.113 
The Council did not affirm that the other religions are also ways of salva
tion because from Christian point of view that would be a self-contradic
tion from the very basic teaching on the divine revelation culminated in 
Christ. One may say that this is pure irrational exclusivism but from the 
Christian tradition, Christ came for all people and not for the Christians 
only. The Christians should be faithful to their tradition while accepting 
renovation and change of the humanly embedded obstacles, which 
impede opening herself to the other. This can be one of the interpretations 
of what the Council wanted to say on the Christians’ attitude towards the 
other religions of the world without diminishing or destroying her identi
ty. In this context of religious pluralism, the church (catholic) even with 
the Christians as a whole, are called to bear witness of what is proper to 
them, to defend their convictions with an attitude characterised by a spi
rit of dialogue and the will to serve in solidarity with all.114

GENERAL CONCLUSION

The hypothesis advocated by Hick is both provocative and innova
tive. It is provocative because it makes one think twice before drawing any 
conclusion whether critical or appraisal. It provokes the Christians to 
strengthen their faith because, by reading it, they can find it deficient as a

112 Cf. Dialogo y  A nuncio , n.38, cited in F. Conesa, Op. cit. 84.
113 Cf. DV, 8.
114 Cf. I. Berten , “Pluralismo de las convicciones. Búsqueda de la verdad y sociedad. 

Algunas notas sobre la Declaración Dominus Iesus”, 531-532.
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suitable Christian attitude towards the non-Christians. It is innovative in 
the sense that it instils a further search for a healthy means of relating in 
the religious diversity world, and making us aware of the situation and its 
difficulties. There is no doubt that the principles developed by Hick could 
be a source of confrontation with the different traditions that he intends 
to defend. This confrontation may increase exclusivism and inclusivism, 
which for him are not a healthy way of treating the other religions. The 
universalism, which is trying to defend, seems to be more tolerant and less 
violent than the Western exclusivism but it remains equally blind to the 
specific inner features of Christianity and the other religions as well.115 It 
is right that Christianity should not feel superior or develop a general atti
tude to absolutize herself. Neither should she relativize herself in order to 
please the others. Some of these Christian failures have linked her with 
the imperialist and the colonial domination on the non-Christians lands as 
Hick has accused her.116

The new map of faiths of the world as advocated by Hick can be used 
also as a tool to show that, even if the centre is not Christianity, or Christ 
it does not mean that all the different religions are in the same orbit. 
Using his Copernican map where the sun is the centre, the planets for 
example do not receive the same intensity of sunshine. There are some 
planets, which are near and others that are so far that there is no life in 
them, at least up to our present knowledge about them. The same way, the 
planets are not revolving around the sun in the same orbit. Each one has 
its own orbit. Using this example, although not the perfect one, the uni
verse of faith whereby all religions would have had been revolving around 
the same divine an sich, unknown and experienced -as according to the 
place, culture where such process is taking place- can be objected show
ing that there must at least some values that can differentiate them. For 
example all cannot have the same intensity of the experience of the divine 
an sich (sun), and all cannot be treated as equals for some may have a 
remote light of the divine, something, which can make it a bit cold or hot
ter than the other as in the solar system.

One can object this saying that the earth -fo r example- although up 
to now is the only one known to have life, does not claim absoluteness as 
the only planet in the universe. Of course, it can claim that it is the only 
planet known to have life up to now. This is important for the creatures 
living in that earth and for them the earth is the only planet that can

115 Cf. M. D havamony, “Jesus and Gentiles”, 209.
116 Cf. J. H ick , The Myth of Christian Uniqueness, 16-36.
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assure their life until something else is discovered. This does not mean 
that the other planets have nothing to do or they are good for nothing. 
May be they can be used as a help for further understanding of the earth 
and the nature of the universe.

The problem would be how to prove that such and such religion is 
near to the divine an sich than the other for Hick denied any direct rela
tion with the divine an sich. Each religion can claim the same for no one 
knows which orbit is near and which is far. Here each religion will have 
the right to show if it is near to the divine an sich than the other not only 
in what it promises for the future life, but also for the general objective 
values, which can be accepted, not only within the same tradition but even 
outside traditions under normal circumstances. By normal circumstances, 
I mean that when there is peace, liberty, freedom and lack of cohesion in 
the matters of religion, in few words, religious freedom.

In the world with diversity of religions, each religion should keep and 
guard its faith and its tradition without confusing them with those of the 
others, while maintaining the readiness to accept and open to new innova
tions and changes. A  Christian should be a Christian; a Muslim should be 
Muslim, and a Hindu a Hindu. What is required here is that neither one 
should despise the other nor insult each other. If there is such a possibility 
of living together and to be exposed to the different believers of the other 
traditions or the unbelievers would have the opportunity to evaluate the 
veridicality or the authenticity of the religions because the people under 
normal circumstances are not fools, if there is freedom of worship to accept 
whatever comes in their way unless there is a kind of brainwashing and 
radical fundamentalism imposed on them. It means that there could be a 
kind of competition but not whatever kind of competition, but a healthy 
one which will be born from the zeal to realize to its level best each of the 
requirements or better the conditions of a given tradition.

There should not be any prohibition, as it can be seen currently in 
some areas where it is not easy to operate if one is not a member of the 
state religion. In Christian lands, there should be openness towards the 
other religions like Islam, Hinduism or Buddhism and in the areas, with
out Christian tradition should not hinder the presence of Christianity in 
their lands especially in the Muslim dominated countries. This possibility 
will enable the people living in any of the religions to have something like 
an option in religious beliefs. For example, if in a certain tradition exists a 
certain conception of some values, different conceptions of the same va
lues in other traditions, can help one to open his eyes and see that may be
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the belief held to be an objective one, finally is not always the case when 
it is compared and challenged with another, which is more objective.

As Christians, we cannot affirm our Christian uniqueness from the 
point of view of the other religions, because we do not share their a tti
tudes and their affirmations towards us and perhaps for them it is not a 
problem. All the efforts to establish good relationship with the non-Chris
tians should not only be a question of metaphysical proposition and epis
temological claims, rather as something, which should be dealt with, espe
cially in the life whereby one has to live peacefully with his neighbour who 
is not a co-religionist. It can be asked whether the situation of religious 
confrontations in the world today could have been eased by adopting the 
Hypothesis of Hick. If Hick has resorted to his hypothesis with the inten
tion of taking away the imperialism propagated by Christianity, then he 
had resorted to another form of imperialism, which is to equalize all reli
gions in order to leave them as they are. He might have forgotten -I think - 
that religions somehow are wrapped with some cultural matrices, which 
need purification and elevation. In addition, he did not take into account 
that religions do develop from time to time and so, this development can 
help in the purification of the religious categories and from some of defi
ciencies once taken to be the right ones. For example if 4000 years ago 
killing or human sacrifice in order to please God was seen as a value, 
today this has lost this interpretation and understanding because the con
cerned believers perhaps have understood better that such claims do not 
have to do with the divine. Abraham can be a good example of that.

Using the evaluation of the religions internally and externally, look
ing the coherence with values objectively accepted, one could establish 
some grounds for concluding that a certain religious tradition lacks fun
damental principles, which would have given it credibility as a way of sal
vation or at least its merit as a religion. If not, the believers who are the 
heart of such traditions would be judges in evaluating, which religion is 
near or is walking towards the truth, but this presupposes, as I have said 
before, a genuine religious freedom and economic justice in order to avoid 
manipulation of the poor.

If one takes seriously, the proposal of Hick that all religions are equal 
would mean that there is no need of evangelization or missionary activity. 
This can be interpreted as a kind of egoism from Christian point of view 
and from social point view. I will argue. If what one believes is good for 
him and if he is a Christian, he cannot at all refrain from sharing with the 
others. If one says that this good is for my faith and not for the others, this
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can be regarded as unchristian. I think that a good understanding of evan
gelization is not due to superiority, which can always be a danger, but for 
the desire to share that good. An objection can be raised here that each 
tradition can claim doing the same. This is not a serious problem because 
the good intended should not subjectively conceived one. This can be 
evaluated from the basic teachings of the founders of the different reli
gions or the important figures connected with such religions for example 
in the case of Christianity the teaching of Christ and the case of Islam, the 
Koran etc.

It cannot be more than true that Christianity, during its missionary 
activity mixed what was religious and political, but this does not eliminate 
the good intentions and good works realised by those missionaries who 
wanted to share the good with the other people. If we follow the positions 
of Hick, we can fall in the same trap but with different dimensions. Instead 
of sharing and purify our approaches, we would leave them alone because 
they have also the same religion. It is politics of its own kind. It is like say
ing that Christianity should not share some of the values, which might be 
missing in other religions and acquire those which are lacking in herself. 
Of course, Christianity does not need the other religions in order to be 
completely herself in terms of salvation for its faithful except in hereffort 
to understand better G od’s revelation. They can help her in understand
ing better the revelation of God because still Christianity is in the pil
grimage towards the fullness of God’s revelation whereby God will reveal 
himself as He is.

Even though we cannot easily judge the different religions basing on 
their fruits as they can be found and seen, there are at least some external 
features, which can be used in the present time evaluation of the religions. 
Looking at Christianity, one can be tem pted to say that, at least with 
regard to the external fruits she has tried to work hardly in understanding, 
correcting and developing values, which objectively could be accepted in 
areas where religious freedom prevails. It defends principles, which are 
humanly acknowledged and can be accepted in different cultural areas. It 
might have not managed totally in this but its readiness in accepting 
changes and correction can be taken as good sign. For example the Chris
tian concept of God who is merciful, full of love to his people, a concept 
which has been purified stage by stage from that of the Old Testament up 
the to New Testament.

This concept, which is said to be accepted for example by the Chris
tians and Muslims, can be taken as good indicator to evaluate these two
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traditions. If this concept is contradicted in the practice of the believers of 
any of the religions then there is a danger of concluding that something 
crucial is missing in the concerned religion. I say this for I believe that a 
religion is not only what is doctrinal but also the practises of that religion. 
If a certain religion would have scriptures which may be as good as dia
mond, but without followers, no doubt that such religion would be regard
ed as inexistent. If I am not wrong then, to say that the religions can be 
judged by their external manifestations and for a Christian, the teachings 
of Jesus Christ are the key for that judgement. Few people will affirm 
strongly that the religions can be judged for their eschatological or say 
their after-life fruits. The afterlife fruits are evaluated in the light of the 
present-day fruits as said St. Paul that the fruits of spirit are joy, peace, 
happiness etc.

For example the case of the women right and dignity among many 
others in a Muslim tradition can enlighten the point. Two women living in 
the same cultural environment but belonging to different religious tradi
tions, one Christian and one Muslim, will have some difficulties on their 
position and role in that society. The Muslim woman has no right to many 
rights perhaps because of G od’s plan while the Christian woman may 
have more freedom and right and perhaps it is G od’s plan too. Neverthe
less, how many “gods” are there if all religions are equal? The same God 
who is happy to see a woman been stoned and at the same time is claimed 
to be all merciful and all loving! Is there no need of saving this situation 
or there is no deficiency with such notion?

I am not really taking metaphysical examples or epistemological 
examples rather examples, which can be seen easily in order not to fall 
into the general conclusion, which can be drawn from the Hypothesis of 
Hick. As I said before that the two religions Christianity and Islam are 
claimed to conceive God as a loving God and merciful God, such concepts 
if taken seriously can help us to put into question some of the acts com
mitted and still being committed by these two religions. The doctrines, 
which teaches or taught their believers that God is appeased for the death 
of a human being cannot be regarded as a true religion be it Christianity 
or any other religion. Christianity did bad things during the crusade and 
the inquisition but these were not the product of the teaching of Christ. 
This is important! Jesus was not in favour of violence strictly speaking if 
we read the Gospel seriously. In the present time then, religions, which 
propagate violence, for the sake of God, a religion, which encourage its 
believers to violence on false promise of meeting God directly by killing
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his fellow human being should be regarded as the negation of what a reli
gion should be, unless otherwise there should be a radical change in the 
concept of God and religion as a whole. A  religion, which keeps attacking 
the other religions instead of concentrating on its own, teaching, this is not 
a religion. It is barbarism.

I do not agree with Hick’s hypothesis as the way to relate with the 
non-Christians. So Vatican II, - although accused by Hick of not being able 
to initiate a Copernican revolution- has initiated good measures, which 
can be a source of further development and study in the dialogue in the 
world with diversity of religions. Trying to establish a dialogue with the 
guidance of such a hypothesis would lead into a monologue because such 
a dialoguing Christian would go empty headed without his faith, which is 
the basis of the dialogue or such relation. The inter-religious dialogue is 
spiritual and religious, not a supra religious, social or agnostic or merely 
cultural factor. In order to have a true dialogue it is pre-supposed to be 
ready to listen to the other as other, and to listen means to be silent in one
self and to let the other speak to us, suspending our judgements, placing in 
brackets one’s prejudices and vague evidences and traditional assump
tions in order to be able to reveal and to discover what is the real essence 
of the different religious manifestations. This can help one to avoid mak
ing ridiculous affirmations about the plurality of religions, which involves 
downgrading the specific essence of each spirituality, which are the basis 
of such dialogue.117

As already said, somewhere else that in such inter-religious dialogue 
the venture proposed by Hick, the relating subject would not be a Chris
tian because already he had denounced his faith and his fundamental 
claims. Why should one occupy himself with the other religions if already 
he has thrown away the problems: the conflicting truth claims, salvation 
claims, revelation and even Jesus Christ? I believe that a good way of 
establishing and solving the problems concerned with the religious diver
sity, is not to commit self-termination but to start from her own tradition, 
searching the ways in which it can relate with them without neglecting 
them  or judging them as contrary to their own conviction.

It is very difficult to find another way suitable than that of seeing 
them  as our fellow brothers with whom we want to share our love and our 
good, which is nothing than sharing with them our faith that God the 
Father has revealed in His Son Jesus Christ who died on the cross and rose 
from  the dead, and one day we will share with him the glory of his Father.

117 Cf. A G , 11-12.
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This is our God and not something, which has been postulated as a unify
ing factor for all religions, something unknowable, inaccessible even by 
the faith in the revelation of God. God has revealed what He is in himself 
and not something else.

A true attitude of dialogue is that which recognize the differences, 
the dignity of the subjects including all the fundamental aspects such as 
religious convictions and the system of thoughts held by the human beings 
concerned. This does not mean that the theme of truth is irrelevant and 
thus throwing away the contents of each tradition. In such dialogue there 
should be at least something more than a coexistence or symbiosis. Such 
dialogical encounter must give answer to exclusivistic attitudes, which can 
lead to violent confrontation and irrational proselytism, achieved in situa
tions characterized with lack of freedom of the subjects be it economical, 
political or religious or all at the same time. This can be important in areas 
stricken by poverty as it happens in the parts of India whereby the H in
dus accused the Christians for proselytism, manipulating the poverty situ
ation of the persons concerned or in parts of Africa where there can be a 
danger of accepting religion for it is linked with Lords command to estab
lish the Kingdom of peace and justice and thus fighting for rising up of the 
poor, which is something noble but not the only end of Christianity.

In this aspect, one can defend himself because sometimes with 
human cunning, one can claim that there have had been this kind of prose
lytism against the freedom of the subjects but it is not easy to show this 
especially in our present days on the Christians side. If it did happen in the 
past it can be understood clearly, that evangelization of the people is also 
related with time specific space. It is not easy to show that such or such 
individuals have embraced Christian faith due to the social economic be
nefit or by force in our present times. W hat is clear is that for Christiani
ty to redeem the inhuman situations cannot be thrown away, even though 
it may happen that such activity is confused with proselytism. Where there 
is a genuine evangelization, the promotion of the people cannot be unap
preciated.118

This attitude of dialogue can be realized if the Christian knows well 
the teachings of his tradition and ready to face any possible change that 
may come in their encounters with other religions, as it is normal in any 
kind of human dialogue where there is a mutual sharing and serious dis
cernment in both parts concerned.119 One can say without fear that in the

118 Cf. EN, 31.
119 Cf. P.R. Pa nizo , Op. cit., 12-15.
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end the inter-religious dialogue in our times should not depreciate the 
value of shared life especially when it is realized without any negative 
interest. If we are Christians and Hick is as I think is, we should not under
mine the power of the Holy Spirit, which works wherever he wills. Such 
possibility would enable us realize that even within the different conflict
ing claims in the distinct religions, the illumination of the Spirit penetrates 
there, bringing a mutual enrichment of such encounters.120

It is true that Christianity does not require the other religions as a 
compliment but the other religions can contribute something in the 
understanding of the revelation of God. Such is possible only if Christia
nity keeps her fundamental nature and understanding, without throwing 
them away in order to fit in the other religions framework. The adequate 
space for listening to the other religions would be created once we accept 
freely the genuine differences and become open to the suggestions 
brought by the diversity of religions, taking into account that religious 
diversity is not Satan’s work rather can be the mysterious will of God.121

Thus the World Religions cannot continue with isolation nor live 
intelligently within situations of tension and enmity because man has 
become very dynamic in such a way that such religions should search for 
new ways in order to understand each other mutually and to relate and 
interrelate in an adequate manner.122 It is not a good way to establish an 
approach that would tend to disregard the imminent differences between 
the different religions.

The question that remains for us Christians and which will need fur
ther discussion is whether it can be accepted the unity of all religions in 
their diversities, assuming that it is within such possibility that the Chris
tians can continue working intelligently with the help of the Holy Spirit 
accepting any consequence which may result from such work, knowing 
that even their witness can be an important conversion force for the non- 
Christians no m atter whether they proclaim or they do not proclaim the 
Christian faith explicitly.123

120 Cf. R M , 21; 28-29.
121 Cf. J. M. Sosckice. “Introducción”, in: Concilium, 302(2003), 507.
122 S. Panneerselvam, “Una respuesta Hinduista a la Encíclica Papal, Fides et Ratio”, 594.
123 The words of Vatican II that the Sprit of God fills the whole world permits us to 

rethink and see that God’s work covers a broad field than that, which as human being are able 
to discern. Cf. AG, 4; GS, 11; 15.
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